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for indian kitchens





Just as the best chefs get 
inspired by nature’s 

freshest produce from 
farms, kitchen designs too 
can take inspiration from 

the land blessed with 
natural beauty - India.



REHAU has been providing India with the best of 
German-engineered products for over 25 years, spanning 
industrial, building and furniture solutions.
Two and a half decades of understanding the vast variety in 
Indian climatic conditions, furniture preferences and 
aesthetic tastes. 

We have also developed a great appreciation for the beauty 
and artistry that goes into India’s cuisines, with their 
emphasis on the freshness of ingredients and spices, and the use 
of varying cooking methods. 

A complete blend of tradition and modernity, the old and the 
new, the unique and the universal - all coexisting naturally 
and delighting our senses. 

With REHAU Kitchen, we look forward to returning that 
delight to discerning customers who seek nothing but the 
best to fit into their kitchens, and lives. Naturally!

For Indian homes seeking
the best for their kitchens

REHAU Kitchen
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We think about our solutions holistically. Not just in terms of product, but also in terms of service. 
This has made us a trusted partner of the furniture industry for more than 70 years and gives our 
customers confidence in us moving forward. Today, we are the single source solution provider for 
professionals all over the world and we continue this journey with a clear goal: Enabling 
exceptional design. With perfectly matched furniture components – both in design and quality – 
and thoughtful service packages, we allow designers and creatives to do what they do best: Build 
beautiful, unique spaces.

We do this with expertise, innovative drive and heart. As a family owned business, we act 
sustainably and always look out for our employees, our partners and the planet. So that all 
customers can rely on REHAU products with real peace of mind.
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REHAU Global
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A global leader in polymer processing technologies
When Helmut Wagner founded REHAU in 1948 with just 2 employees, he illuminated the way 
forward with the principles of competence, passion, and innovation. Today, REHAU is an 
independent, family-owned company that has over 20,000 employees across 50 countries.
In every part of the world, the brand is redefining the interaction between our products and 
customers by engineering progress that enhances lives.

For the past 70 years, the ambition to enhance the lives of people around the world through 
innovative polymer-based solutions, along with the lessons from our predecessors, has been
the driving force behind REHAU’s success. Through our vigorous zeal and relentless efforts,
we redefine what is possible in construction, automotive and industry, every day.

Our insightful knowledge of the market and materials, complemented by tremendous 
experience in technology and manufacturing processes, allows us to cater to wide-ranging 
needs with customised solutions. This includes improving road safety, enhancing the aesthetic 
appeal of homes, reducing energy consumption in buildings, and more. As a family-run 
business, we think and act with a view to future generations – keeping with the principles of 
sustainability. By remaining focused on the growing importance of quality, efficiency, and 
sustainability, we will continue our odyssey to make lives safer, healthier, and more efficient 
across the world.



REHAU India



Trust
With synergy in effort, and trust in each member 
of the REHAU network, we make the impossible 
happen. 

Innovation
Our strength is derived from innovative ideas 
that ameliorate the ordinary for extraordinary 
results and performance. 

Reliability
Our adherence to ethical guidelines is the foun-
dation of our corporate conduct. Our vision is for 
a better today and a greater future ahead, 
making us a reliable partner for your needs.

Engineering progress
Enhancing lives
Our promise of enhanced living is built on 3 pillars:

Let’s live with quality!

REHAU commenced operations in India in 1997, with the 
establishment of a local manufacturing unit in Pune 
district of Maharashtra to cater to the local industrial 
market. Since then, it has established 3 plants and 
employed 600+ aspirants across the country.

The Germany-headquartered company is dedicated to 
beautifying and enriching homes with innovative solutions. 
REHAU prioritises and delivers superior solutions - from 
product design to applications - while providing superior 
variety in terms of choice.

With more than 1000 direct customers and nearly 2500 
retailers, REHAU has exceeded expectations by 
establishing an enormous client base in India. With 4 
offices and 2 experience centres, 6 warehouses and a huge 
sales network spread across the country, REHAU in India 
has become a polymer leader by rapidly capturing the 
market and managing its operations. It offers a wide range 
of products that enable customers to experience premium 
quality and raise their standards.

These product choices are versatile enough to 
accommodate new changes and that too with 
convenience. REHAU ensures that a positive difference is 
made through quality, innovation, and choice.

REHAU is equally concerned with ecological and resource 
protection. In kitchens, our goal is to improve the finish 
and aesthetics of modular kitchens. We endeavour to 
provide high-quality, sustainable products. 

India footprints
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My roots are an important part of my 
designs. With every project I tap into the 
diversity of India, our seasons, our people, 
our history. With REHAU kitchen,
I recognize my own approach. They listen 
and take inspiration from the vast variety 
India offers, then combine it with their 
German engineering prowess. By doing 
so every kitchen becomes truly special 
and suits every Indian family that bonds 
over the joy of home-cooked food.



SANJAY PURI
Architect
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Konkan Shore
Bring in the easy-breezy feel to your kitchen with
nature's glory and let the rejuvenating aura flow.



Gabbiano metallic White Elm
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Kitchen Example#1
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L-Shaped Kitchen
An L-shaped kitchen is perfect for small areas since it provides 
plenty of flexibility while maximising room space. It also offers a 
natural and ergonomic way to separate kitchen tasks. One side can 
be dedicated to food preparation and cooking, while the other is 
reserved for clean-up. 
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HINGES
REHAU kitchens offer cabinets with hinges that 
can open to various angles, depending on their 
application. From 83° opening hinges for blind 
corner applications, to 110º for wall and base 
cabinets and up to 155º opening hinges for 
wide-angled applications.
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Mighty Ladakh
The scale of Ladakh’s otherworldly mountains and plains offers
boundless inspiration for this sprawling kitchen
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Bradford brown
Radiant matte



Kitchen Example#2
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TOP FLEX
Our Top Flex extension fitting is a stable, cantilevered pull-out table that 
provides that extra bit of working space just when you need it. Available with 
a drop-down or fixed front, it can be integrated into any base unit that’s 
45cm or 90cm wide.

WOODEN DRAWER
REHAU’s wooden drawers and inserts are made for each other, with 
matching finishes that give them a uniform appearance without annoy-
ing colour contrasts. Choose from Ash Nordic, Ash Black and Natural Oak 
in a range of sizes, and with metal dividers available to keep everything in 
place, beautifully.
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Jaisalmer Sand
Amidst an opulent setting, throw in vibrant hues and shades
to your kitchen to add joy to your space.
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Sacramento



Kitchen Example#3
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Single wall Kitchen
A kitchen that is built into one linear wall, such a 
kitchen while it’s limited in its options, allows you 
to prepare, cook and clean-up in a single work-
space, which is very convenient.
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TAMBOUR UNIT
The world’s first ‘plug and play’ glass roller shutter 
system, REHAU’S Rauvolet Vetro Line 2.0 featured here 
saves up to 30% space compared to regular swing doors, 
and can also be left open at any height. It is designed to 
withstand heat, steam and water in the kitchen and glides 
smoothly and quietly.



Himalayan Peaks
As eternal as the snow on the high mountains, this combination of
colours is always a treat for the eyes.



Grigio Elm
Matt 7007R Panels

Meringa Brilliant
SR: matt 1896L
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Kitchen Example#4
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LADDER UNIT
The ladder unit seen here has our CickFixx 
feature and a patented synchromatic system for 
reliable functioning. It can take a payload of up to 
100 kg, and offers clear-view tray sides for quick 
visibility and easy access to all contents.





QUARTZ SINK
Our quartz sinks put design-led quality and high performance at the 
centre of your kitchen. Stone-like in quality, they are made from 80% 
quartz, and 20% acrylic and colour pigments, to give your kitchen sinks a 
velvet look and feel, with a finish that's non-porous, and of course, 
easy-to-clean and very long-lasting.
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Kaza Cliffs
Bold as the jagged cliffs, and casting dark black shadows
in the bright sunlight, this high-contrast palette makes
a striking impression.



White Elm
Matt 7006R Panels

Fumo Matte
Crystal Matte
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Kitchen Example#5
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Galley Kitchens
A long, narrow kitchen layout with services on 
one or both sides, and an aisle running down 
the centre, a galley kitchen is great for keeping 
essential kitchen services in a tight cluster, and 
using the classic kitchen movement triangle 
efficiently.
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CUTLERY TRAY
Well-organised cutlery storage is key to achieving 
efficiency and hygiene in a kitchen, where you often 
need to reach for a utensil quickly, in the middle of 
your cooking process, with messy hands. REHAU 
offers you multiple options of materials and designs 
to suit Indian cooking needs to ensure you can find 
what you need, just when you need it. 



Kashmir Autumn
When nature’s magic unfolds, it inspires everyone to create
something special, whether you are a poet, artist or the chef of the family.



Brilliant
Rame metallic

SR: matt 1904L

Perla Brilliant
Matt 1697L
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Kitchen Example#6
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A galley kitchen with a difference, this kitchen layout is open on 
one side and offers a more spacious environment that’s conducive 
to making it a centre of the home while meals are being readied. It 
naturally turns into a casual dining space for near and dear ones 
too. Here, choose surfaces that are scratch-resistant, 
easy-to-clean, anti-fingerprint and have durable, perfect-
ly-matched edgebands.





LADDER UNIT
A ladder unit like this one, which offers height adjustment of 
shelves, easy overview of stored items, single-handed opera-
tion and a beautiful motion sequence is not only a great choice 
for storage but a joy to operate as well.
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With ample workspaces, open counters and a décor that 
invites people in, turns cooking into a group activity and allows 
your conversations to carry on interrupted by the needs of the 
dishes you are rustling up for your friends and family.
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Shimla Mist
The serenity emerging from soft and peaceful colours in
this kitchen is sure to calm your senses when
you step into rustle up a meal in a hurry.
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Laguna
Matt 2408L

Bianco
Matt 1696L



Kitchen Example#7
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Island Kitchen
A versatile addition to the kitchen if space permits, a kitchen 
island is a freestanding cabinet which can either match your 
existing kitchen design or complement it. Place kitchen 
stools around it, for extra seating, include integral storage 
drawers or cabinets, or even use it to house your cooking 
appliances.
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KITCHEN ORGANISER
Vital to the joy of cooking is the ability to find everything you 
need at the moment you need it. REHAU offers plenty of 
kitchen organisation ideas to help you make space for 
everything your kitchen needs, and make it easy to take it out 
and keep it back in its place.
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Goan Holiday
Recharge your senses with the colours and soothing sensations
of wonderful days on a beach vacation.



Gabbiano metallic
Brilliant Matte

Marmo Bianco
High-Gloss: 1970L
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Kitchen Example#8
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For those who have the luxury of space for their kitchen, it makes 
beautiful sense to design it expansively. Let the views and the 
outdoors be part of the setting, while meals are readied and enjoyed 
together by big family units. Careful attention to lighting design 
allows display niches and alcoves to be highlighted, while the work 
and counter areas continue to be perfectly functional.
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The freer traffic flow enabled by the open spaces here, allows 
others to move around and interact without getting in the way 
of the people cooking. The travelling distance between the 
washbasin, stove and refrigerator is also reduced, which 
ensures a smoother workflow.

G-Shaped Kitchens
A G-shaped kitchen layout works well for kitchens 
that are between 3.00 to 5.50 meters or 10 to18 
feet wide. Great for big families, it offers plenty of 
counter space to provide separate areas to 
accommodate the food prep needs of multiple age 
groups. 
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BOTTLE PULL-OUT
Incorporating a bottle pull-out into the under-counter space 
is always a good idea since it gives a quick overview and 
access to the ingredient you need in a hurry. The pull-out 
design, of course, makes the use of full depth under the 
counter very well. REHAU’S unit has a balancing screw for 
optimal action and real-time 3D adjustment for perfect gap 
alignment.
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Corbett Forest
Remember the smell of the woods, the sound of
the cricket, a calming feeling that a safari drive gave you?
Bring that organic appeal to your home with these natural colours.



Jungle Green
Matt 5009R

Village Oak
Matt 7003R Panels
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Kitchen Example#9
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A G-shaped kitchen, this design adds an extra workspace or 
dining space to the U-shaped one seen earlier. Apart from 
having far more workspace on the counter, this design also 
allows for the installation and storage of multiple appliances 
under the counter – whether it’s a dishwasher, a fridge or water 
treatment equipment.
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The use of natural wood and foliage colours in this 
design perfectly blends into the sense of a truly open 
kitchen, pulling the outdoors in and maximising the 
advantage of the location it is set in.
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KITCHEN ORGANISER
The use of natural wood and foliage colours in this 
design, perfectly blends into the sense of an truly 
open kitchen, pulling the outdoors in and maximising 
the advantage of the location it is set in.

BREAKFAST TABLE
One way to use the extension in a G-shaped 
kitchen is to create a cosy breakfast table. Store 
the tableware nearby and hurried mornings will no 
longer be an impediment to the joy a kitchen 
should offer to the family.
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KITCHEN
ORGANISATION



Features & Benefits:
� High-end look with glass panorama sides as standard
� Modular organization systems for plateware, cookware and cutlery
� Organizable storage for kitchens, bathrooms and living areas
� Easy to clean and care for
� Choice of widths and heights for versatile solutions
� Modern runner technology with easy, effortless action
� Balance PRO to compensate for cabinet tolerances

Drawer & Internal
Organisation
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MAGIC CORNER
Features & Benefits:
� Amazing technology
� Efficient use of space
� Precisely defined sequence of movements

Corner & Pullout Units
LE MANS II CORNER 450 & 600 MM 

Features & Benefits:
� Function meets comfort
� Flexibility at its best
� 85 degree opening angle
� 25 kg load capacity per tray
� Le mans storage offers 70% more storage
� Cornering in style
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Pullout Units
PULLOUT  150 MM

Features & Benefits:
� Extra space for spices, towels and trays
� Make practical use of even narrow gaps
� A slim pull-out: minimum width (from 112 mm) – maximum flexibility
� Click Fixx: clip-on connectors
� Tool-less 3D front adjustment: perfect gap alignment in minutes
� Adapters available for eight runner types
� SoftSTOPplus with self-closing



COMFORT II 250-300 MM 

Features & Benefits:
� Full extension for base units – Entire contents slide
 out in front of the cabinet
� Optimal overview, very good access 
� Space-saving design
� Uses the whole width 
� Balancing screw for optimal action
� 3D adjustment in real time – Perfect gap alignment  
 in minutes
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Ladder Units
TANDEM PANTRY UNIT– 450-600 MM 

Features & Benefits:
� Overview & transparency
� The fridge and tandem together make up the storage centre
� Operation  by single-hand
� Emotional motion sequence
� Dry goods for a family of four on a floor space of 60 x 50 cm
� Individual height adjustment 



DISPENSIA + CONVOY LAVIDO

Features & Benefits:
� Click Fixx – tool-less assembly and simple adjustment
� Up to 70% faster assembly!
� Patented Synchromatic system
� Reliable function – guaranteed!
� Clear-view tray sides
� Fast and easy access to contents – clear visibility from
 top to bottom
� Payload up to 100 kg
� Low-profile bottom runner
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Top Flex
Features & Benefits:
� A Top Flex extension fitting can support  
 different table widths
� It can be integrated into any base unit
 between 45 cm and 90 cm
� Top Flex is available with a drop-down   
 front or a fixed front

iMove
Features & Benefits:
� The innovative iMove pull-down transforms  
 a conventional wall unit into an ergonomic   
 storage system with big user benefits. The   
 iMove and its contents are pulled   
 downwards and outwards in one easy   
 movement.

YouK
Features & Benefits:
� YouK is wonderfully attractive with plenty of  
 potentials. The cooking, dining and living   
 areas are cosily and functionally integrated   
 and offer a range of decoration possibilities,   
 as well as beautifully arranged storage   
 space.

Convenience - one kitchen many faces
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Lift Ups & E Touch
Lift Ups 
Features & Benefits:
� Smooth, effortless movement sequences for every type of front
� Precise positioning and timesaving assembly and adjustment
� Specially developed for tall wall units, low ceilings and heavy fronts
� Ideal for transparent glass fronts and units with interior lighting
� Finger pinch protection due to centre hinge with safety guard
� Multi-Position-STOP
� German Design Award Special Mention 2015

Free Swing

Free Flap Up

Free Fold



E Touch 
Features & Benefits:
� Easy retrofitting
� Absolutely reliable operation
� Easy assembly thanks to integrated and supplied
 positioning aids
� One gentle push activates the opening process
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HANDLE
SELECTION
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Profin Gola 'J' prof 2.8m Profin Gola 'C' prof 2.8m Profin Wall Gola prof 2.4m

Gola Single Vert. 2.4m Gola Double Vert. 2.4m Match door profile Tall 3m

Zinc Handle - CZH

Al Handle - C5AH Al Handle - C4AH Antique - Porcelain

EPH2 - SF

Al Handle - C4AH

Zinc Handle - MZinc Handle - HZH EPH1 - SF





COLOUR PALETTE
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RAUVISIO Crystal Decor
Power of sources

USP

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

Quick refurbishment
for instant use

High scratch resistance
due to its hard coat finish

Hygienic surface free from
chemicals, and is food safe

Extremely resistant to
deformation even with

applied force

Individual cuts can be
made at the building site

for customised requirements

Can be processed
with conventional

wood working tools

10x more break-resistant
than real glass

Nature is a strong source of energy. It invigorates and grounds us. It is full of energy and 
diversity. At times powerful and impressive like granite or marble, at times warm and soothing 
like wood – the Decor Collection brings the outside inside. With an original appearance, the 
tactile characteristics of the Decor Collection contrasts with the smooth surface of the glass 
laminate. The combination of materials enables unique processing and application options. 
Used on large surfaces, it provides rooms with a firm footing and creates an organic aesthetic. 
The glossy surfaces of RAUVISIO crystal Decor produce unique depth effects. 



Conglomerato Chiaro
High-Gloss: 1966L

Marmo Toscana
High-Gloss: 1968L

Marmo Romano
High-Gloss: 1969L

Marmo Romano
High-Gloss: 1970L

Marmo Nero
High-Gloss: 1971L

Legno Antico
High-Gloss: 1974L

Legno Bruciato
High-Gloss: 1975L

Legno Sbiacanto
High-Gloss: 1976L

Ruggine
High-Gloss: 1977L

Decor Collection
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Rauvisio Crystal

Pure like a grain of sand. The detail blends into the mass – calm and vision dominate the space. 
In RAUVISIO crystal, minimalism meets durability. The material combination of the monochrome 
surfaces made of smart glass enables limitless possibilities for designing rooms. The pure 
harmony of the collection puts the focus on people and leaves space for what is important.

Elegance of simplicity

USP

No finger marks
on matt surfaces

Easy cleaning due
to nanotechnology

Can be written on with a whiteboard
marker (high-gloss) or chalk (matt) and

cleaned without leaving any residue

10x more break-resistant
than real glass

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

Quick refurbishment
for instant use

High scratch resistance
due to its hard coat finish

Hygienic surface
free from chemicals,

and is food safe

Extremely resistant to deformation
even with applied force

50% lighter
than real glass

Individual cuts can be
made at the building site

for customised requirements

Can be processed with
conventional wood working tools



Neve
High-Gloss: 2474L
Matt 2474L

Bianco
High-Gloss: V2778
Matt 1696L | Panels - HGL 

Perla
High-Gloss: V2892 
Matt 1697L | Panels - HGL

Zucchero metallic
High-Gloss: 1923L 
Panels - HGL

Nebbia 
High-Gloss: 1910L
Matt 1911L

Menta 
High-Gloss: 1684L 
Matt 1700L | Panels - HGL

Laguna
High-Gloss: 2408L 
Matt 2408L

Atlantico
High-Gloss: 2410L
Matt 2410L

Magnolia 
High-Gloss: 73703 
Matt 1698L

Sabbia 
High-Gloss: 1687L 
Matt 1703L | Panels - HGL

Titanio
High-Gloss: 2107L 
Matt 2109L | Panels - HGL

Terriccio
High-Gloss: 2406L 
Matt 2406L

Grafite
High-Gloss: 2106L 
Matt 2108L | Panels - HGL

Fumo 
High-Gloss: 1686L  
Matt 1702L

Piano
High-Gloss: 2015L

Decor Collection
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RAUVISIO Brilliant SR
Scratch resistance, seamless acrylic surfaces

Easy cleaning due
to nanotechnology

TÜV-tested according
to AMK regulations

High scratch resistance
due to its hard coat finish

Colour and
UV- stable

Up to 60% lower production
costs compared to lacquered

components

Totally seamless appearance
and therefore an inexpensive

alternative to real lacquered fronts

USP

Thanks to its total seamless appearance, RAUVISIO brilliant replaces high-quality, lacquered 
elements. With the new RAUVISIO brilliant SR variant, you can now get the exclusive surface 
with a resistant hardcoat finish for unlimited design freedom – regardless of whether you opt for 
the high-gloss depth effect or matt elegance.  RAUVISIO brilliant SR exhibits excellent 
lightfastness and UV resistance. There is no colour fading, regardless of natural or artificial 
exposure to light, when used for interior applications.



Bianco 
SR: High-Gloss: 5000B
SR: Matt 1895L 

Meringa 
SR: High-Gloss: 5026B
SR: Matt 1896L

White Pearl
SR: High-Gloss: 1907L
SR: Matt 5087B

Magnolia 
SR: High-Gloss: 5335B
SR: Matt 1897L

Cappuccino
SR: High-Gloss: 1917L
SR: Matt 1918L

Cubanite Metallic 
SR: High-Gloss: 5338B
SR: Matt 1898L

Rame Metallic 
SR: High-Gloss: 1678L
SR: Matt 1904L

Prugna 
SR: High-Gloss: 5642B 
SR: Matt 1901L

Gabbiano Metallic 
SR: High-Gloss: 6339B
SR: Matt 1900L

Roccia
SR: High-Gloss: 2101L
SR: Matt 2104L

Titanio 
SR: High-Gloss: 2102L
SR: Matt 2105L

Grafite 
SR: High-Gloss: 2100L
SR: Matt 2103L

Bigio Metallic 
SR: High-Gloss: 6340B
SR: Matt 1899L

Moro 
SR: High-Gloss: 5112B
SR: Matt 1903L

Notte
SR: High-Gloss: 1680L
SR: Matt 1906L

Vino
SR: High-Gloss: 5641B
SR: Matt 1902L
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RAUVISIO Radiant Matt
Attractive combination of flawless finish and durability

USP

Anti-fingerprint Antibacterial Anti-static Hygienic & safe Solvent resistant

Moisture
resistance

Easy to
maintain

Thermal healing
properties

Scratch
resistant

Durable &
long-lasting

Abrasion
resistant

Soft-to-touch
super matt finish

Attractive Eco-friendly
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Trendy design, unique anti-fingerprint impression and superior UV stability with super-refined MDF 
make the RAUVISIO Radiant Matt a permanent solution to issues of stains and fingermarks on your 
furniture. Made using nanotechnology, RAUVISIO Radiant Matt is suitable for all spaces. Stunning 
in appearance, highly durable and comprising of features such as low light reflectivity, as well as 
impact and mould resistance, RAUVISIO Radiant Matt adds a level of sophistication to your space.



Bianco 
Matt 5005R | Panels

Formic White
Matt 5012R | Panels

Deep Space
Matt 5007R

Brown Fever
Matt 5004R

Bradford Brown
Matt 5016R | Panels

Smoked Oyester
Matt 5019R | Panels

Jungle Green 
Matt 5009R

Olive 
Matt 5002R

Peach
Matt 5003R

Antique Ruby
Matt 5010R

Prussian Blue
Matt 5001R

Purple Blanket
Matt 5008R

Southern Blue
Matt 5018R | Panels

Dark Granite
Matt 5017R | Panels

Sacramento
Matt 5014R | Panels

Citrus Zest
Matt 5015R | Panels

Decor Collection



Copper
Matt 5013R | Panels

Moro
Matt 5006R | Panels

Wenge
Matt 7003R

Village Oak
Matt 7003R | Panels

Zebrano
Matt 7001R

White Elm
Matt 7006R | Panels

Grigio Elm
Matt 7007R | Panels

Glazed Prune
Matt 7004R

Congo Walnut
Matt 7010R | Panels

Garden Walnut
Matt 7009R | Panels

American Walnut
Matt 7005R

Black Wood
Matt 7002R
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www.rehau.co.in

Email: customer.care.fs@rehau.com  |  Toll Free No.: 1800 2100 011 

BENGALURU
REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.
48, Richmond Road
Bengaluru - 560025, India
Contact Details: +91 80 2222 0014

DELHI
REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.
88, 2nd  Floor, Furniture Block
Kirti Nagar, New Delhi - 110015, India
Contact Details: 011-4848 5600 

BENGALURU
REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.
48, Richmond Road
Bengaluru - 560025, India
Contact Details: +91 80 2222 0014

DELHI
REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.
88, 2nd  Floor, Furniture Block
Kirti Nagar, New Delhi - 110015, India
Contact Details: 011-4848 5600 

Follow REHAU India:

Download REHAU India App at Google Play Store 

PUNE
REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.
601/602, 6th  Floor, Nucleus Mall
1 Church Road, Camp
Pune - 411001, Maharashtra, India

MUMBAI
REHAU Polymers Pvt. Ltd.
Affairs Building, 903, 9th Floor, Plot No. 4, Sec - 17
Palm Beach Road, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai - 400705. India
Contact Details: 022-2757 4783

REHAU Sales Offices

REHAU Experience Centres

Our verbal and written advice relating to technical applications is based on experience and is
correct to the best of our knowledge, but is given without obligation.

The use of REHAU products in conditions that are beyond our control or for applications
other than those specified releases us from any obligation in regard to claims made in
respect of the products.

We recommend that the suitability of any REHAU product for the intended application
should be checked. Utilisation and processing of our products are beyond our control and are
therefore exclusively your responsibility. In the event that a liability is nevertheless
considered, any compensation will be limited to the value of the goods supplied by us and
used by you.

Our warranty assumes consistent quality of our products in accordance with our
specifications and in accordance with our general conditions of sale.

This document is protected by copyright. All rights based on this are reserved. No
part of this publication may be translated, reproduced or transmitted in any form
or by any similar means, electronic or mechanical, photocopying, recording or
otherwise, or stored in a data retrieval system.




